It is generally accepted that experiments at an e + e − linear collider will be able to extract the masses of the selectron as well as the associated sneutrino with a precision of ∼ 1% by determining the kinematic end points of the energy spectrum of daughter electrons produced in their two body decays to a lighter neutralino or chargino. Recently, it has been suggested that by studying the energy dependence of the cross section near the production threshold, this precison can be improved by an order of magnitude, assuming an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 . It is further suggested that these threshold scans also allow the masses of even the heavier second and third generation sleptons and sneutrinos to be determined to better than 0.5%. We re-examine the prospects for determining sneutrino masses. We find that the cross sections for the second and third generation sneutrinos are too small for a threshold scan to be useful. An additonal complication arises because the cross section for sneutrino pairs to decay into any visible final state(s) necessarily depends on an unknown branching fraction, so that the overall normalization is unknown. This reduces the precision with which the sneutrino mass can be extracted. We propose a different strategy to optimize the extraction of m(ν µ ) and m(ν τ ) via the energy dependence of the cross section. We find that even with an integrated luminosity of 500 fb −1 , these can be determined with a precision no better than several percent at the 90% CL. We also examine the measurement of m(ν e ) and show that it can be extracted with a precision of about 0.5% (0.2%) with an integrated luminosity of 120 fb −1 (500 fb −1 ).
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been many studies [1, 2] that have pointed out the complementarity between experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and at e + e − linear colliders (LC) that are being considered as the next major high energy accelerator facility after the LHC. High energy hadron colliders with general purpose hermetic detectors are ideal for broad band searches of new phenomena [3, 4] . While some recent studies (performed within the context of specific supersymmetric models) have shown that it may be possible to make precision measurements of masses (more specifically, mass differences) [3, [5] [6] [7] and possibly other attributes of new particles [8] , experiments at the LC allow a relatively model-independent determination of masses [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and other properties of Higgs bosons and supersymmetric (SUSY) particles assuming that these are kinematically accessible, in addition to more detailed [15, 16] measurements specific to particular models.
The original studies [9, 10] of sparticle mass measurements at linear colliders rely largely on kinematic reconstruction of masses; e.g. for the measurement of m(ẽ R ), the energy distributions of the electrons inẽ R → e Z 1 is, except for effects of cuts and resolution smearing, flat with sharp end points determined only by m(ẽ R ) and m( Z 1 ). It has been shown that with several tens of fb −1 , experiments at LCs should measure these masses with a precision at the percent level. A similar precision was shown to be possible for the determination of the lighter chargino mass, even though the energy spectrum of the visible daughters is not flat. The same idea was extended to sparticles decaying via cascades; e.g.ν e → e W 1 , W 1 → f f ′ Z 1 , (f = q, µ). The end points of the electron energy distribution are determined by just m(ν e ) and m( W 1 ). Again, these sparticle masses were shown to be measureable at the 1-2% level [11] [12] [13] . In all these studies, longitudinal polarization of the electron beam was essential to control Standard Model (SM) backgrounds and SUSY contamination.
Very recently, in the TESLA Technical Design Report [14] , it has been emphasized that the tunability of the energy of a LC may be used to perform an energy scan close to a new production threshold. It is claimed that in some cases ( W 1 ,ẽ L ,ẽ R ,ν e ) this allows sparticle masses to be determined with a precision of a part per mille at a LC. Specifically, it was suggested that this could be achieved by a threshold scan of the cross section (10 points spaced 1 GeV apart with an integrated luminosity of 10 fb −1 /point) in any particular channel chosen so that SM backgrounds and SUSY contamination is small. Further, these results were extrapolated to argue that masses of the heavier sleptons of the second and third generations (μ L ,ν µ ,τ 2 andν τ ) could also be measured with a precision of about 0.5%. For the measurements of third generation sleptons, it was assumed that secondary vertex detection would serve to efficiently tag tau leptons. Without making any representation about whether or not this is possible, we will assume this to be true for our analysis. We will, therefore, optimistically assume that light flavour and gluon jets are not a background for hadronically decaying taus, and further, that leptonically decaying isolated taus will always be distinguished from prompt es and µs by their displaced vertices.
If sparticle masses can indeed be determined with the impressive precision listed in Ref. [14] it should serve to strigently test various models of how SUSY breaking is mediated to the superpartners of SM particles. Blair, Porod and Zerwas [17] have clearly illustrated how such measurements could be used to test scalar mass unification expected within the mSUGRA framework. In Ref. [18] it is shown how precise determination of the light chargino and both selectron masses could be used to determine the intra-generational slepton mass splitting at the grand unification scale. This, in turn, will allow distinction between the mSUGRA and the minimal gaugino mediation [19] framework for which the sparticle mass spectra are qualitatively very similar. Measurements of third generation sparticle masses are particularly interesting since these may contain information about the Yukawa sector which may be otherwise difficult to obtain. For instance, determination of m(ντ ) with a precision of 2-3% could provide striking confirmation of tau neutrino Yukawa interactions [20] .
It is clear from these considerations that if sparticle masses can be determined at the part per mille or even the subpercent level, measurements at a LC would provide extremely stringent tests of the underlying framework. In view of its potential importance, we felt that the precision claimed in Ref. [14] warranted a careful re-examination. In this paper, we examine in detail the prospects of measuring second and third generation sneutrino masses via the energy dependence of the cross section. Within all SUSY models with lepton flavour conservation these are produced only via s-channel Z exchange and the cross sections are rather small, just a few GeV beyond the production threshold. The electron sneutrino case is somewhat different because it typically has a much larger cross section since it can also be produced via chargino exchange in the t-channel. Moreover, selectron andν e pair production (due to the much larger production cross section) can be a significant source of SUSY contamination for theν µ orν τ signal. We find that at least for the second and third generation sneutrinos, the event rate in relatively background free channels is too small to allow a threshold scan. Instead we propose an alternative strategy by which the mass may be extracted and make projections for the precision with which this might be possible. While our focus is on electron and muon type sneutrinos, for completeness we also examine the precision with which m(ν e ) might be obtained at a LC.
We base our results on the analysis of two mSUGRA case studies with somewhat different kinematics and cascade decay patterns of sneutrinos. The first case is the one examined in the TESLA Technical Design Report [14] for which the parameters are, Case I : m 0 = 100 GeV, m 1/2 = 200 GeV, tan β = 3, A 0 = 0, µ > 0.
The second case that we choose was studied in Ref. [20] to gain some idea of how well the tau sneutrino mass could be extracted. The corresponding model parameters are, Case II : m 0 = 150 GeV, m 1/2 = 170 GeV, tan β = 5, A 0 = 0, µ > 0.
Several sparticle masses along with relevant branching fractions are shown in Table I . We see that for both these cases m h the mass of the lightest neutral scalar in the Higgs boson sector is well below the current LEP bound [21] of 113 GeV so that it is quite likely that these cases are experimentally excluded. The reason that we have chosen these cases is to facilitate comparisions with the earlier studies where the precision with which the sneutrino masses could be obtained was also examined. 1 We should mention a peculiar feature of Case I. Here, m( Z 2 ) is just slightly larger than m(τ 1 ) so that the decay Z 2 →τ 1 τ competes with other three-body decays. The decay patterns of Z 2 are thus unusually sensitive to the mass spectrum, and indirectly therefore, also to our choice m t = 175 GeV.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we compare the technique based on the energy dependence of the cross section (of which the threshold scan is a particular case) with that based on kinematic reconstruction of masses as in earlier studies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . We point out some issues that potentially degrade the mass precision that will be attained in experiments at a LC. In Sec. III we propose how one might optimize an energy scan in relatively clean channels where the signal is rate-limited so that a threshold scan is not possible because the signal is tiny in the vicinity of the threshold. In Sec. IV we apply this method and assess how accurately m(ν µ ) and m(ν τ ) might be determined in experiments at a LC. We also examine the precision with which the electron sneutrino mass might be measured. In Sec. V, we examine other potential channels for the extraction of m(ν τ ) and m(ν µ ) but find that these suffer from significant backgrounds; in contrast, for m(ν e ) we find that some improvement may be possible, at least in favourable cases, by combining the signal on several channels. We present a summary of our results along with general conclusions in Sec. VI.
II. PROBLEMS OF DETERMINING SNEUTRINO MASSES VIA AN ENERGY SCAN
The extraction of the sneutrino mass from the energy dependence of the cross section is essentially a counting experiment. We have either to work in a channel that is relatively free of SM background and contamination from other SUSY sources, or develop a procedure for reliably subtracting these backgrounds. Generally speaking, the latter would be preferable in that it allows for a larger signal (since we do not have to limit ourselves to any particular channel) but we will see later that both SM backgrounds as well as SUSY contamination can be large. Moreover, in many SUSY models, all three generations of sneutrinos are expected to be approximately degenerate; as a result, the background fromν eνe production to second or third generation sneutrino production will have essentially the same energy dependence, and so will be difficult to subtract in a reliable manner using the data below the signal threshold. In the following we will, therefore, mainly focus our attention on theν τντ → τ W 1 τ W 1 → τ τ jjℓ+ E T (µµjjℓ+ E T ) channel with ℓ = e, µ where both SM backgrounds as well as SUSY contamination toν τ (ν µ ) pair production are relatively small for a right polarized electron beam.
2 The inclusion of other channels results in substantial SM background and/or SUSY contamination as discussed in Sec. V.
In Fig. 1 , we show contours of sneutrino mass as well as those for the branching fraction for the decay chain,ν τντ → τ W 1 τ W 1 → τ τZ 1 ℓν Z 1 in the m 0 − m 1/2 plane for A 0 = 0 and µ > 0. This is the sign of µ favoured by the E821 experiment [22] . For this sign of µ the chargino tends to be lighter so that there is more phase space for the cascade decay of the sneutrino. We illustrate the contours for a) a low value of tan β = 3 and b) a high value of tan β = 40. Also shown is the contour of m W 1 = 100 GeV which is roughly its lower mass limit 3 from LEP experiments [21] . The selectrons are heavier than 100 GeV throughout both planes. The dark shaded region in frame b) is excluded because m 2 (τ R ) < 0, while the light shaded region is disfavoured because m(τ 1 ) < m( Z 1 ). The branching ratio falls off to below 1% for large values of m 1/2 because the decay W 1 →τ 1 ν τ becomes dominant. We see that Case II which has a branching fraction of 9.7% for this cascade decay chain is very typical as long as the two body decay of the chargino into the lighter stau is kinematically forbidden. Case I, while not atypical, has the corresponding branching fraction towards the lower end of its range within this framework.
Longitudinal electron beam polarization is very effective in removing both SM background as well as SUSY contamination [9, 10] . Polarization of the positron beam would also help (if it is achieved without significant loss of luminosity) because the signal cross section increases, but since the availability of polarized positron beams appears less certain, we perform the bulk of our analysis for unpolarized positron beams. To identify potential sources of SUSY contamination and also to show how these might be reduced, we show in Fig. 2 the production cross sections for the most important SUSY processes as a function of the electron beam polarization parameter
is the fraction of left handed (right handed) electrons in the beam. These have been obtained using ISAJET v7.51 [23] . The two frames respectively show the cross sections for (a) Case I, and (b) Case II introduced in the previous section. Except forμ LμR production which has a negligible cross section, the cross section for smuon pair production is close to that for the corresponding third generation sparticle production withτ 1 (τ 2 ) replacingμ R (μ L ). The obvious point to note is that for signals of second or third generation sneutrinos, a (dominantly) right handed electron beam reduces SM backgrounds from W W and W W Z [24] production as well as SUSY contamination from the largest visible SUSY processes. 4 In the rest of our analysis, we fix P L (e − ) = −0.9. To get some idea of the signal rates near threshold, we show the number of eejjℓ events expected (before any cuts) fromν eνe → e W 1 e W 1 → ejj + eℓν+ E T (ℓ = e, µ) production (solid) and fromν µνµ → µ W 1 Z 2 ν → µjj + ee+ E T production (dashed) for P L (e − ) = 0.9 in Fig. 3a . For brevity, we show this only for Case I but the results for Case II are qualitatively similar. The higher sneutrino production cross section in Case I is partly compensated by the fact that the branching ratio for the particular cascade decay chain is correspondingly smaller. Following Ref. [14] , we assume an integrated luminosity of 10 fb −1 for each value of √ s, and take the scan to extend to about 10 GeV above the threshold. As discussed previously, the SUSY contamination exemplified by the dashed curve is tiny (the threshold forl LlL production is beyond the range in the figure) , and the signal rates high enough to imagine carrying out a measurement of m(ν e ) via a threshold scan as suggested in Ref. [14] .
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A potential difficulty with this strategy is discussed shortly.
In Fig. 3b we show the corresponding expectations for the τ τ jjℓ channel, the favoured final state from tau sneutrino pair production. Theν τ signal cross section is shown as the dotted curve, while the solid and dashed curves denote contamination from electron and muon sneutrinos, respectively. Notice that we have flipped the electron beam polarization. We see from Fig. 2 that while there is slight reduction of theν τ signal due to the polarization, the contamination fromν eνe production is greatly reduced. For P L (e − ) = 0.9, we have checked that the contamination fromν e pairs is an order of magnitude larger than the stau signal! 6 The most striking feature of the figure is that even before experimental cuts and efficiencies are included, the signal yields just a fraction of an event throughout the range of the scan. The availability of positron polarization increases the cross section; for P L (e + ) = 0.6 (corresponding to a positron beam with a dominantly singlet component), the rate is higher by about 30-40%, but clearly this is still insufficient for our purpose. Furthermore, even in this "clean" channel contamination from other sneutrinos is very significant, and this contamination will be present in all SUSY models where the different flavours of sneutrinos are approximately degenerate.
7 Finally, we remark that although we have not shown this explicitly, very similar considerations will apply to the µµjjℓ signal fromν µνµ production. We conclude that given the current projections for the luminosity of a LC, the threshold scan does not seem to be a viable way for precision measurement of second and third generation sneutrino masses, primarily because the cross section in the relatively clean channel is too small.
Although our discussion up to now makes it appear that it should be possible to determine m(ν e ) rather precisely via a threshold scan, there is one potential difficulty that could significantly degrade the precision from naive expectations [14] . This arises because the cross section for any particular final state depends on the sneutrino mass as well as the a priori unknown branching fraction for the cascade of decays into the channel being examined. This is not an issue for the lightest visible SUSY particle which always decays directly to the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), but is important for heavier sparticles which are the focus of our analysis. We have checked that if we have measurements only near the threshold, the freedom of the overall normalization greatly degrades the precision, because the change in the cross section due to a slightly different mass can be compensated for by a small change in the branching fraction. For instance, for Case I with mν = 158.3 GeV, 5ν τντ production leads to events with a τ rather than µ and so serves to contaminate the signal only if the τ decays leptonically, so that this background is below the dashed curve in Fig. 3a . Moreover, with efficient vertex detection this may be reduced even further. 6 This could be eliminated by requiring ℓ = µ but at a cost of a factor 2 in the already tiny signal. 7 We should remark that in the case ofν e orν µ pair production, the taus dominantly come from decays of Z 2 produced viaν → ν Z 2 , so that m τ τ ≤ m Z 2 − m Z 1 . It may, therefore, be possible to find cuts to select outν τ events overν e orν µ events at some cost to the signal. However, since the signal is so tiny, it did not make sense to explore this any further. even at √ s = 390 GeV (which is quite far from threshold), the cross section changes by ∼ 5% if the mν is taken to be just 1 GeV larger than its reference value. Thus an observed event level could be equally well fitted by the nominal mass and branching fraction into the channel in question, or by a mass that is 1 GeV heavier and a branching ratio that is 4.6% rather than 4.4%. Thus, without precise knowledge of the branching ratio, a determination of sneutrino masses at the part per mille or even the subpercent level via a threshold scan seems impossible, at least if backgrounds restrict us to particular final states. This state of affairs can be ameliorated by a measurement of the event rate sufficiently far from threshold. Here, we assume the LC will first operate at √ s = 500 GeV, and that the sneutrino threshold does not accidently lie too close to this. A measurement of the event rate in the continuum is much less sensitive to m(ν) but strongly constrains the branching fraction. The optimal strategy, therefore, involves measurements in the continuum together with measurements closer to the threshold. A related (though possibly less severe) problem with the claims of very precise determination of masses using the counting experiment strategy is that the production cross section depends on other sparticle masses (e.g. of charginos in the case ofν eνe production or neutralinos in the case of selectron production). Any uncertainty in these will be reflected in the corresponding uncertainty in the extraction of the selectron/sneutrino mass. For second and third generation sneutrinos this is academic as we will see that their masses cannot be extracted with subpercent precision, and further, that the uncertainty due to the unknown branching fraction is far bigger. For the extraction of the mass ofẽ R though (where there is no branching fraction uncertainty) [25] , and potentially also for the much better determined m(ν e ), this could be a factor.
Before closing, we should mention that the uncertainty from the unknown branching fraction has not been factored into earlier analyses [11] [12] [13] of masses of sparticles that cascade decay to the LSP, so that the precision may also have been over-estimated in these studies. We may expect that this is a less important factor in these studies since the end points of the energy distributions are determined by just the kinematics of the decay, and are independent of the precise branching fraction for the decay chain.
III. OPTIMIZING THE STRATEGY FOR COUNTING EXPERIMENTS WITH SMALL SIGNAL RATES
The considerations of the previous section make it clear that for rate limited final states such asν µνµ → µµjjℓ+ E T orν τντ → τ τ jjℓ+ E T the strategy suggested in Ref. [14] , viz. measuring the cross section at ten points spaced 1 GeV apart starting just above the threshold, is not feasible. First, the smallness of the cross section necessitates that the available integrated luminosity be distributed over fewer points, and second, we must have a measurement of the cross section far above threshold. The goal of this section is to study how a given integrated luminosity (which we take to be 120 fb −1 ) ought to be distributed to optimize the extraction of the sneutrino mass. Since our purpose here is only to develop a suitable strategy, for now, we assume the ideal case of 100% detection efficiency and geometric coverage for the detector and ignore backgrounds from SM or other SUSY sources. Our considerations will thus apply equally well toν τ andν µ since the production rates and decay patterns are virtually identical for the small value of tan β used in the analysis. In Sec. IV, where we apply this strategy, the effects of cuts, detection efficiencies and backgrounds will be included.
The energy and sneutrino mass dependence of the cross section for e + e − →ν τντ → τ τ jjℓ+ E T can be written as,
where the normalization A includes the products of branching fraction for decays to the τ τ jjℓ final state. We assume that the available integrated luminosity L is divided up as
, where L 0 is the integrated luminosity at the nominal machine energy √ s 0 which we take to be 500 GeV, and L low the integrated luminosity divided up between N lower energy points between the threshold and √ s 0 . We assume that these points are equally spaced starting at an energy D above the production threshold, and parametrize their locations by,
Our problem then is to choose L 0 , D, ∆ and N so as to optimize the mass determination. Choosing D as small as possible seems to be intuitively optimal as long as the event rate is sufficiently large. In our analysis, we require that there be at least 10 events at each point. 8 This severely restricts D, because going too close to the threshold results in a smaller number of events. We then distribute the luminosity L low over the N points so that we expect about the same number of events at each of these points. This ensures that the cross sections at each energy are measured with similar precision, but requires that more of the luminosity is spent close to threshold relative to higher energies.
We then proceed as follows. For a particular choice of L 0 , D, ∆ and N, we generate a set of Monte Carlo data for model parameters corresponding to Case I so that for each value of √ s i the number of events in the "data" is a Gaussian fluctuation about its theoretical expectation. Next, we fit this "data" to the theory (1), varying the sneutrino mass and the branching ratio BR (implicitly contained in the parameter A) into the τ τ jjℓ final state, and obtain the best fits to these two quantities by minimizing χ 2 . The best fit values of mν and BR do not, of course, coincide with their "input values". Finally, we compute ∆χ 2 = χ 2 −χ 2 min for different theories with slightly different values of mν and BR, and obtain the contour with ∆χ 2 =4.61 which yields the 90% CL limits on how well these parameters might be determined experimentally for the chosen values of L 0 , ∆ and N. The procedure is then repeated to optimize this choice.
We found that choosing N to be too large was far from optimal because the event rate is small. The choice N = 10 as in Ref. [14] resulted in a very poor determination of the mass parameter. The best results were obtained for N ≤ 3. An illustrative example of our results is shown in Fig. 4 for N = 3, ∆ = 5 GeV and a) L 0 = 60 fb
GeV). The total integrated luminosity has been taken to be 120 fb −1 . We see that for the particular choice of N and ∆, frames b) and c) show the best determination of the sneutrino mass. In frame a) where L 0 = 60 fb −1 the 10 event requirement does not allow us to sample closer than 45 GeV from the threshold, resulting in a degraded mass measurement. The results in frame d) confirm our earlier discussion: without a measurement in the continuum to constrain the branching fraction, the mass cannot be well determined.
In Fig. 4 , we had arbitrarily fixed ∆ = 5 GeV, a rather small value to simulate an energy scan "close" to threshold. The results of an analysis with variable ∆ is shown in Fig Fig. 5 , we can go closer to the threshold because the cross sections at all but the lowest energy point are considerably bigger, so that less luminosity is needed to achieve the 10 event level at these intermediate points. Morover, we see that frames c) and d) show a comparable precision on the sneutrino mass so that the precise value of ∆ is unimportant as long as it is sufficiently large. An important conclusion is that in a rate limited channel, even allowing a measurement in the continuum, an energy scan close to the threshold does not seem to be the optimal strategy for determining the sneutrino mass.
We have examined several choices of L 0 , D, ∆ and N to optimize the strategy for extracting the sneutrino mass. We summarize our findings here. For a good mass measurement:
1. It is necessary to go as close to the threshold as possible consistent with the minimum event level. This requires more integrated luminosity at the lower energy point where the cross section is the smallest.
2. It is necessary to have a reasonable cross section measurement well above threshold to constrain the branching fraction. This comes "for free" because presumably the collider will first run at the nominal energy which we have taken to be 500 GeV. We found that out of a total integrated luminosity of 120 fb −1 , having about 20 fb −1 at √ s = 500 GeV was optimal.
3. In addition to the lowest energy point and the continuum point, just one or two additional points are needed to get the mass. Having too many points requires the total luminosity to be divided too much resulting in a loss of precision.
4. The precise interval between the points scanned is not very important. It is important, however, that the interval be large enough so that these points are not all concentrated very close to threshold where the cross section is small, and one does not obtain any measurement sufficiently close to the threshold.
. In our study, the results in Fig. 5c and d yield about the best measurement of the sneutrino mass. We thus conclude that with an ideal detector and no background, as well as no initial state radiation, beam energy spread or beam-beam interaction effects, the tau sneutrino mass can be determined at about the ∼ 3% level with an integrated luminosity of 120 fb −1 , unless the branching fraction for the decay cascade can independently be determined from other measurements. 9 Even under these idealized circumstances, our conclusions about the precision on the mass that can be attained are considerably more pessimistic than those in Ref. [14] . We see, however, that the energy scan also fixes the branching fraction for the decay to the particular final state to be between 3-6%. It is worth remarking that the branching fraction is slightly better constrained if L 0 is chosen to be larger, as for example, in Fig. 4a . Before closing this discussion, we should mention that we have ignored effects of the sneutrino widths in our analysis. Since Γν is typically a fraction of a GeV, while the smallest value of D is larger than 15 GeV, non-zero width effects [26] are completely negligible.
IV. REALISTIC DETERMINATION OF SNEUTRINO MASSES
In this section we use the energy scan strategy devised in Sec. III to investigate the precision with which the tau and muon sneutrino masses might be measured in LC experiments once effects of finite detector acceptances, experimental cuts, SM backgrounds, SUSY contamination, and finally, beam energy smearing due to initial state radiation (ISR) and beamstrahlung are incorporated.
A. Beamstrahlung and Initial State Radiation
The main effect of beamstrahlung and ISR is to reduce the energy in the electron/positron beams due to emission of photons, thereby reducing the available centre of mass energy in the e + e − collision. Since our strategy entails a measurement of the event rate as close to threshold as possible, and the cross section varies rapidly with energy near the threshold, these effects are especially important. We include these effects following the suggestions in Ref. [27] . For ISR, we use the structure function approximation suggested by Skrzypek and Jadach [28] . We include beamstrahlung by using the electron energy spectrum as given by Peskin [27] . We set the parameter N = N γ /2 with N γ = 1.176 and take Υ = 0.124. This choice corresponds to the design parameters in Ref. [29] for √ s = 500 GeV.
The reduction of σ(ν τντ ) (or σ(ν µνµ )) is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The reduction, which is shown relative to the nominal cross section σ 0 , is a function of just √ s/2m, where m is the sneutrino mass. The diamonds and triangles show the result for Case I and Case II, respectively, while the line is a fit through the points. We see the striking reduction of the cross section close to the threshold as expected. We will fold this reduction into our evaluation of the energy dependence of the cross section, and into our assessment of the precision with which the sneutrino mass might be measured. We should mention that this is perhaps too conservative since we will use the beamstrahlung parametrization appropriate to a 500 GeV collider all the way down to about 350 GeV where the beamstrahlung and ISR effects, and hence the reduction of the cross section, are smaller.
B. Monte Carlo Simulation
We use ISAJET v7.51 for our SUSY event simulation as well as simulation of 2 → 2 SM backgrounds. We use a toy calorimeter covering −4 < η < 4 with cell size ∆η × ∆φ = 0.05 × 0.05. Energy resolution for electrons, hadrons and muons is taken to be ∆E = .0225E + (.01E) 2 , ∆E = .16E + (.03E) 2 and ∆p T = 5 × 10 −4 p 2 T , respectively. Jets are found using fixed cones of size R = √ ∆η 2 + ∆φ 2 = 0.6 using the ISAJET routine GETJET (modified for clustering on energy rather than transverse energy). Clusters with E > 10 GeV and |η(jet)| < 2.5 are labeled as jets. Muons and electrons are classified as isolated if they have E T > 5 GeV, |η(ℓ)| < 2.5, and the visible activity within a cone of R = 0.5 about the lepton direction is less than max(
, 1 GeV). Identification of taus is discussed below. In addition to these basic acceptance cuts, we also require E T ≥ 25 GeV to enhance the SUSY signal.
C. Tau Sneutrinos
We focus here on the τ τ jjℓ signal that we have been discussing. Here ℓ is defined to be an electron or muon not tagged as coming from tau decay. The cross section in this channel is sensitive to how well taus can be identified. Usually it is assumed that only hadronically decaying isolated taus can be identified as narrow jets with one or three charged tracks 10 with total charge ±1 and m tracks ≤ m τ , with little hadronic activity around them. This is implemented via a cone algorithm [20] that required the tracks to be in a 10
• cone about the jet axis, with no additional hadronic activity in the corresponding 30
• cone. For identification of both taus in the τ τ jjℓ channel, we then immediately lose a factor 4/9 relative to the corresponding signal for muon sneutrinos. Since the signal in this channel is already small, it is worthwhile to seriously consider any possibility for more efficient τ identification. Following our discussion in Sec. I, we will optimistically assume that all leptonically decaying taus (where the secondary leptons satisfy p T and geometric cuts of the previous subsection) are tagged. "Tau jets" would also have a displaced vertex, but this is also true of heavy flavour jets. Moreover charm has a lifetime and mass similar to tau, so that charm quarks from the decays W i → cs Z 1 and Z j → cc Z 1 would contaminate the tau sample. A cquark would fragment into a D ( * ) meson which would rapidly decay to a (weakly decaying) D meson and additional pions or kaons; this lightest of the D mesons would decay weakly, resulting in a displaced vertex due to its long lifetime. If the fragmentation products and the pions/kaons from the strongly decaying D ( * ) meson are soft, or away from the final weakly decaying D (which has a mass close to m τ ), the c jet can mimic a hadronically decaying τ lepton. Even if it is possible to efficiently discriminate between τ s and bs via the difference in their masses and lifetimes, we need to examine whether additional discrimination between tau and charm jets is needed.
Toward this end we have computed the cross section for 4j + ℓ final state from all SUSY sources, where one of the four jets comes from a hadronically decaying τ and at least one of the remaining three is a charm jet. We find that this cross section is of the same size as the τ τ jjℓ signal cross section from hadronically decaying taus, so that with vertexing alone, c jets would significantly contaminate the τ sample making precision measurements impossible. Fortunately, unlike τ jets, most c-jets are not expected to have just three tracks in the 10
• cone with no tracks in the larger 30
• cone. To minimize unnecessary loss of the already small τ τ jjℓ signal, rather than use the stringent cone algorithm of Ref. [20] for the identification of hadronically decaying τ s and veto jets with a track in the outer cone, we have examined the ratio,
where N in , which is required to be 1 or 3 and N out are the number of tracks in the 10
• and the 10 • -30
• cones, respectively. The cone algorithm used earlier requires N out = 0; i.e. r = 1. The dashed (solid) histogram in Fig. 7a shows distribution of r for real τ -jets fromν τντ events for Case I (Case II). The last bin (beyond r = 1) shows the event rate for r = 1 and contains about 85% of the events. Since we require two taus in our signal, requiring r = 1 reduces the cross section from hadronically decaying taus by about 30%. The corresponding distribution from QCD jets in theν τντ sample which coincidentally have N in = 1 or 3 is shown in Fig. 7b . As expected, the distribution is broad because typically QCD jets would have many more tracks than 3 and some of these would lie in the outer cone. The peak at r = 1 is presumably either because the jet has only one or three tracks or, by chance, the other tracks happen to be outside the 30
• cone. Assuming the distribution of tracks in c jets is qualitatively similar to that in Fig. 7b , it is clear that requiring r ≥ r min = 0.5 − 0.8 will reduce the charm contamination with little effect on the signal. We have checked that even with r ≥ 0.5, the contamination from charm jets in SUSY events is reduced to about 20% of the τ τ jjℓ signal from just the hadronically decaying taus. We stress, however, that we view the results of the τ -c discrimination analysis as qualitative. A serious analysis of this should include the r distribution from just c-jets, effects of differences in τ and D meson lifetimes as well as incorporating the (presumably small) contamination from b and light quark jets. Morever, the results may also be sensitive to the details of the quark fragmentation as well as hadronization. The important message from our discussion, however, is that vertex detection by itself is not sufficient to eliminate contamination of τ signals, but with additional requirements this can probably be effectively reduced. We will, therefore, not consider it in the remainder of our analysis.
The importance of being able to tag τ s via their leptonic decays is illustrated in Table II . We show the results for three values of the c-τ discrimination parameter r min . Here j τ (ℓ τ ) refer to a tau identified via its hadronic (leptonic) decay. The table shows the gain in the case of the hadronically decaying τ s from relaxing the original cone algorithm and including τ -jets with r < 1. The result differs somewhat from simple expectations based on Fig. 7 because while all taus were included in the figure, here we only include events with two identified taus, two jets and a lepton; i.e. the environment of the taus is somewhat different. The main point of Table II is that if vertex detection allows for efficient tagging of leptonically decaying taus, the signal essentially doubles (and increases by a factor of 3 relative to that using the original cone algorithm). In the following we will use the relaxed cone algorithm with r min = 0.5, and assume that leptonically decaying taus can be efficiently tagged.
We are now ready to discuss the prospects for the determination of m(ν τ ). Our procedure for this is essentially the same as in Sec. III except that we now include the effects of ISR and beamstrahlung, finite detector acceptances and cuts, and backgrounds. To avoid repeated, lengthy simulations of the signal for each point in the sneutrino mass vs branching fraction plane, we have adopted the following procedure.
1. First, we obtain the total cross section into the τ τ jjℓ final state. This step does not entail any event simulation.
2. Second, we correct this cross section for beamstrahlung and ISR effects using the curve in Fig. 6 .
3. Third, we multiply the corrected cross section by an efficiency function to take into account the effects of detector acceptance, measurement resolution and experimental cuts. To obtain this we use ISAJET to simulateν τντ events for SUSY parameters corresponding to the two cases that we have studied. We assume that the efficiency changes slowly over the range of sneutrino masses in our scan, and take it to be a constant.
This procedure allows us to scan the signal in the mν − BR plane with just one signal simulation for each of the two cases. Of course, the SUSY contamination has also to be simulated in each case as discussed below. The detection efficiency for the τ τ jjℓ signal is shown in Fig. 8 . The diamonds (triangles) show the results of our simulation for Case I (Case II) while the curves, which we will use for our subsequent analysis are a fit. The efficiency varies between about 10-20%. One might think that the main reason for this low efficiency is due to inefficient tau detection, but this is not entirely the case. Requiring five objects inside the detector acceptance together with E T ≥ 25 GeV already reduces the efficiency to 25-30% (see Fig. 11 below) . The additional reduction is indeed due to differences in tau and muon detectability. The efficiency is significantly smaller in Case I, presumably because the mass difference m(ν τ ) − m( W 1 ) is considerably smaller, resulting in somewhat softer taus than in Case II. The turnover for larger values of √ s in Case I is probably due to the fact that sneutrinos are boosted so that their decay products tend to emerge closer in space, and so find it harder to pass the isolation requirements.
In Fig. 9 we show the τ τ jjℓ signal along with contamination from various SUSY sources for a) Case I, and b) Case II after all the cuts as well as beamstrahlung and ISR corrections. SM backgrounds from 2 → 2 processes are negligible. e + e − → W W Z production, where Z → τ τ and the W s each decay to jj and ℓν is a potentially important background. For an electron beam with P L (e − ) = −0.9, the production cross section at √ s = 500 GeV is just 4.8 fb (in contrast to 40 fb for an unpolarized beam). Folding this with the branching fraction 8.9×10 −3 for this decay chain yields a background level of just 0.04 fb before any acceptance and identification cuts. Recalling the low detection efficiency for the final state, we conclude that this background is also negligible. The signal cross section, shown by the solid line, is indeed very small, primarily because of the low detection efficiency. We have separately shown the contamination from the first two generations of sneutrinos and sleptons (circles), τ 1τ2 andτ 2τ2 production (triangles) and chargino and neutralino production (squares). In the last case, at least one of the charginos or neutralinos is W 2 or Z 3,4 . The reason for separating out the contamination in this manner is that these relative contributions will be model and parameter dependent. In most models (unless tan β is very large) we expect that e L ,μ L ,τ 2 and all three flavours of sneutrinos are approximately degenerate (right handed sleptons andτ 1 pair production does not contribute to the background) and have about the same threshold as the signal. The masses of the heavier charginos and neutralinos are not as directly correlated to m(ν τ ) so that the background shown by squares will depend on the model as well as on the choice of parameters. Indeed we see this in the figure. In Case I, this background becomes important only at the highest energy, while in Case II, this is the main background. It may even be that the production of heavy charginos and neutralinos is kinematically inaccessible in a particular model. The dashed line shows the total SUSY contamination. We see that even in this "best channel" the signal to background ratio is O(1).
The low signal cross section in Fig. 9 means that it is not possible to obtain a mass measurement with just 100 fb −1 of integrated luminosity. Even at √ s = 500 GeV, just 2-5 signal events would be expected for an integrated luminosity of 20 fb −1 for these cases. We find that for a reasonable mass measurement an integrated luminosity of at least 500 fb −1 is necessary. For the remainder of this discussion, we will assume that a data sample of this size will be available. This may be possible with as little as two years [14] to a few years of LC operation at the design luminosity.
We divide this integrated luminosity into L 0 , which we take to be 100 fb −1 , and L low which, as discussed in Sec. III, we further divide amongst N = 3 points to optimize the measurement. Our final result, the 90% CL contour in the m(ν τ ) branching ratio plane is shown in Fig. 10 for a) Case I, and b) Case II. We have required that there be at least six events (after all cuts and beamstrahlung/ISR corrections) at each point. The solid line shows the 90% CL contour assuming that there is no SUSY contamination, while the outer dashed contour is obtained including the background in Fig. 9 . The cross shows the result for the best fit for the solid contour; i.e. without the background included. Several comments are in order.
• The "error ellipses" from the counting experiment are asymmetric in mass 11 in that the lower bound on the mass is further away from the best fit value than the upper bound. In frame a) this asymmetry is extreme. While it may be somewhat surprising at first, the asymmetric error ellipse is readily understandable. The point is that if we try to fit the "data" with too high a sneutrino mass, a bad fit is obtained because some of the data points are quite close to the threshold for this fitted mass, resulting in a large χ 2 and a bad fit. On the other hand, if we attempt to fit with too small a 11 Indeed the fact that the ∆χ 2 = 4.6 contours are not ellipses should warn us to view the confidence interval from this as a qualitative indicator since we are clearly in the non-Gaussian regime.
sneutrino mass, the data are much more in the "continuum region" for this value of the sneutrino mass, and there is no data point near the threshold for this mass, so that the fit is not as poor, resulting in an asymmetric ellipse. This argument suggests that no matter how much the integrated luminosity is, there will be a (usually disjoint) region with a small m(ν) and a small branching ratio to compensate the cross section, where the counting experiment alone gives a "good fit" to the data. This would not be a problem if the sneutrino mass in this region is smaller than m W 1 which will be measured [9-13] to 1-2% precision by other techniques: sneutrinos with a mass below m( W 1 ) clearly cannot give the signal we are considering. Our examination of Case I is an extreme case of this phenomenon. The small signal cross section has caused the lower region to merge with the original "ellipse", but it is not meaningful to think that the sneutrino mass can be smaller than m( W 1 ) = 129 GeV.
• We see that the inclusion of the background indeed reduces the precision with which the mass and the branching ratio can be determined. For the reason just discussed, the background increases the error in the mass more toward the lower end than the upper.
• We should keep in mind that we have examined just two cases. While the SM background is negligible, the SUSY contamination will be model dependent as noted above. Moreover, once the data sample is in hand, a detailed examination of the events may make it possible to reduce the contamination from charginos and neutralinos and possibly also from the first two generations of sneutrinos and sleptons since in these cases the taus are produced from chargino and neutralino decays, while in the signal they result from the primary decay of the produced sparticle. It seems fair, therefore, to say that the precision that might be attained is somewhere between the dashed and solid contours.
• In obtaining the error ellipses, we have taken the SUSY contamination to depend only on the energy; i.e. we compute this for the input parameters of the model, and assume that it does not change as we scan the mν − BR plane. This is, of course, not true in a particular framework such as mSUGRA or gauge-mediated SUSY breaking where all sparticle masses and couplings are determined by just a few parameters. In these cases, the data would be used to determine these underlying parameters which would then be used to fix for instance m(ν τ ). Indeed in particular frameworks, it is entirely possible that the tau sneutrino mass may be much better measured than shown in Fig. 10 , since data fromν eνe production, which has a two order of magnitude larger cross section, can be used to constrain even m(ν τ ). Another way of saying this is that we treat the SUSY contamination as though we are in the MSSM, and (for the purpose of analyzing measurements of m(ν τ )) we keep all other sparticle masses fixed. Again we stress that while our analysis suggests that m(ν τ ) may only be determined to lie within a ±8 GeV (±11 GeV) range without (with) backgrounds in Case II a model-dependent analysis within a particular framework may yield a much better result.
• We have checked that our results are quite insensitive to the value of N, as long as it is small. Increasing N to five did not degrade the result much because the best results were obtained for a value of D which was essentially the same as for N = 3.
The additional points were at relatively high energy where the integrated luminosity for six events was not very large.
• The dotted contour shows how the solid contour in Fig. 10 would shrink if we increase both L 0 and L low by 50%. This roughly corresponds to an increase in the cross section that would be obtained with a positron beam polarization 12 of just over 60%. In frame a) we see the emergence of the additional dotted region below m(ν τ ) = 90 GeV, in accord with our earlier discussion.
We conclude that the energy dependence of the cross section at best allows a measurement of m(ν τ ) with a precision of a few percent at the 90% CL. The branching fraction for the decay chain is also constrained.
D. Muon Sneutrinos
The analysis for muon sneutrinos proceeds exactly along the same lines as that forν τ just discussed. The efficiency 13 for detecting µµjjℓ events from the chainν µνµ → µ W 1 µ W 1 → µµjjℓ+ E T is shown in Fig. 11 for the two cases we have been discussing. Again diamonds show the results for Case I while triangles show that for Case II. We see that this efficiency, which typically increases with energy, is about 25-35% for these scenarios. Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b show the signal fromν µνµ production (solid) along with the SUSY contamination from all charged sleptons and other sneutrinos (circles), and from chargino and neutralino production (squares) for Case I and Case II, respectively. We do not separately show the background from smuons since this has essentially the same threshold as selectrons in most models. The total SUSY contamination is shown as the dashed curve. Except for the fact that the cross sections are higher than in Fig. 9 by a factor 2-3, the two figures are qualitatively very similar. The SM background is again negligible.
The larger efficiency for muon sneutrino events should allow a better determination of m(ν µ ). This is borne out by the error ellipses shown in Fig. 13 for a) Case I, and b) Case II. The solid (dashed) curve shows the result without (with) SUSY contamination. We see that in this case, the impact of the background is much smaller than in our study ofν τ . This is presumably because the larger cross section results in a higher statistical significance of the signal. As in Fig. 10 , the mass error is asymmetric, but the ellipse is much less skewed primarily because of the higher event rate. Our study shows that assuming that the branching fraction for the decay chain is not constrained from elsewhere, m(ν µ ) can be determined to lie between about 148 GeV and 160 GeV (171 GeV and 180 GeV) for 12 The SUSY contamination also depends on the positron beam polarization and would have to be computed in order to see how the dashed contour is altered. 13 There is an ambiguity in how we define this efficiency because the decay chainν µνµ → µ W 1 + ν Z 2 → µjj + µµ+ E T also leads to the µµjjℓ final state with ℓ = µ. Here, we have defined the efficiency to be what would be obtained assuming the branching ratio is that given just by the decay chain where both sneutrinos decay via their chargino mode.
Case I (Case II), suggesting that counting experiments may determine it with a precision of about ±(2.5 − 4)% in a model-independent manner. The branching fraction for the cascade sequence is determined within about ±50% though, once again, with an asymmetric error. This extracted "branching ratio" should, however, be interpreted with care since other decay chains, e.g.ν µνµ → µ W 1 + ν Z 2 → µjj + µµ+ E T also leads to the µµjjℓ final state (with ℓ = µ).
E. Electron Sneutrinos
Although an analysis of how well the electron sneutrino mass can be determined is not the main purpose of this paper, it is a natural extension of the present work. We should state at outset that our study of this is mainly to give the reader an idea of how much the issues raised above, which were very important for the second and third generation sneutrinos, impact on the determination of m(ν e ). In this case, we do not mean to imply that our study is optimized: indeed in the next section, we will suggest some ways by which the precision may be improved.
For a study of the electron sneutrino, it is clear from Fig. 2 that the electron beam should be polarized to be mostly left-handed. In this case, it is clear that well above the production threshold, the cross section is so large that SM backgrounds as well as SUSY contamination are negligible. What is, however, not clear is whether this will continue to be true close to the electron sneutrino production threshold where the signal becomes small. Since neither SM backgrounds nor the production of lighter charginos or neutralinos is kinematically suppressed at √ s ∼ 2m(ν e ), at least some of the channels are likely to be contaminated from these sources. In keeping with the analyses for second and third generation sneutrino masses we will, therefore, first focus on the eejjℓ channel which does not suffer from these backgrounds [11] , and defer the question of inclusion of other channels to the next section. There are two questions concerning the strategy for determining m(ν e ) that we attempt to answer here. Except for the point at √ s = 500 GeV that is essential to constrain the branching ratio, is it better to scan several points near the threshold, or is it better that these points be significantly spaced (large ∆) so that we do not spend most of the luminosity where the signal is small? Second, is it better to divide the luminosity equally between the low energy points, or is it best to apportion the luminosity so that we have about an equal number of events for each energy point? To answer these, we have analysed four distinct strategies for the determination of m(ν e ). As before, we have first obtained σ(ν eνe ) corrected for beamstrahlung and ISR as before, and then multiplied it by an efficiency function which differs somewhat from that for smuon neutrinos because of the t-channel contribution forν eνe production. We assume there are no SM or SUSY backgrounds to the signal, and require at least six signal events at any energy point.
Our results for the 90% CL (∆χ 2 = 4.6) error ellipses in the m(ν e ) − BR plane are shown in Fig. 14 for Case I (first column) and Case II (second column) for an integrated luminosity of 120 fb −1 (outer ellipses) and 500 fb −1 (inner ellipses). We divide the luminosity L low between N = 3 points and examine the precision for both ∆ = 1 GeV (solid ellipse), and ∆ = 30 GeV (dotted ellipse). As in the previous studies, we take L low to be 100 fb −1 (400 fb −1 ). We perform this analysis first by dividing L low so that there are an equal number of events for each of the three points (first row), and also equally amongst the three low energy points. Thus, the solid ellipses in the lower left frame correspond to the result of a conventional threshold scan with three points spaced by 1 GeV, together with the point at √ s = 500 GeV. We note the following:
1. ∆ = 1 GeV yields a more precise determination of m(ν e ) than ∆ = 30 GeV, especially in row 2, where the luminosity is equally divided between the points. This is a reflection of the fact that it is important to get a good determination of the cross section close to the threshold. In the first row, the difference between the dotted and solid ellipses is small, because most of the luminosity is already spent at the threshold where the cross section is much smaller.
2. As before (and for the same reasons), m(ν e ) has an asymmetric error with the 90% CL range extending further to the lower side. For an integrated luminosity of 120 fb −1 , m(ν e ) can be determined to lie in a 2 GeV (1.3 GeV) range for Case I (Case II). If an integrated luminosty of 500 fb −1 is available, the range shrinks by a factor of about 2.
3. With 120 fb −1 of integrated luminosity, the branching fraction for the decay cascade can be determined to better than ±10% for both cases, again with an asymmetric error. The determination of branching fraction and mass are somewhat complementary since the strategy that yields the most precise value of BR yields the largest uncertainty in mass. A data sample of 500 fb −1 will reduce the error on the branching fraction by about a factor 2. As in the muon case, the extracted branching ratio must be interpreted with care, since this final state can also arise via other decay chains.
We thus conclude that unless other channels can be included, the sneutrino mass may be determined with a precision of ∼ 0.5%, the exact value depending on the branching fraction with an integrated luminosity of 120 fb −1 . The precision will about double if an integrated luminosity of 500 fb −1 is available. Since we are talking about a sneutrino mass measurement at the sub-GeV level from counting rate alone, it is necessary to ask whether theoretical uncertainties in the sneutrino production cross section could vitiate such a claim. If this production cross section is uncertain by a considerable amount, this would effectively reflect itself as an increased error in the branching fraction, which would result in a degradation of the mass measurement. As long as the relative error in the cross section remains smaller than that in the branching that D ≥ 2 GeV, which should be quite feasible since measurements in the continuum will already pin m(ν e ) with a precision of about 1% [11] [12] [13] . This also ensures that our neglect of sneutrino widths does not cause too large an error.
fraction from the error ellipses of Fig. 14 , we expect that this will be a subdominant effect, and our previous conclusions will remain valid.
Uncertainties in the cross section could arise due to limitations in our knowledge of masses (or mixing angles) of charginos on which the production cross section depends [25] . We should keep in mind that by the time experiments at LCs are ready to do sub-GeV measurements of m(ν e ) the mass of W 1 will be determined to better than about 1% [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . We will assume that the heavier chargino mass, assuming (as for the case studies in this paper) e + e − → W 1 W 2 production is kinematically accessible, is known with a precision that is no more than five times worse. To understand the impact of these uncertainties in m( W 1 ) and m( W 2 ) on the electron sneutrino production cross section, we have computed the change in this cross section by altering m( W 1 ) and m( W 2 ) from their nominal values, with the signs of ∆m( W i ) chosen to maximize this change. We show the fractional uncertainty in the cross section as a function of ∆m( W 1 )/m( W 1 ) the relative precision with which it is measured, assuming that ∆m( W 1 )/m( W 1 ) = 5∆m( W 2 )/m( W 2 ). The result of our computation of the maximum possible change in the cross section (due to mismeasurements of chargino masses) is shown in Fig. 15 for Case I (Case II) by diamonds (triangles) for a) √ s = 500 GeV, and b) √ s = 2m(ν e ) + 2 GeV. The dot-dashed (dotted) band at 2.7% (4.5%) corresponds to the uncertainty of the cross section due to the uncertainty in the branching ratio (with 500 fb
of integrated luminosity) from the error ellipses in Fig. 14 . We see that as long as the light chargino mass is measured with a precision better than 1.5% (2.5%) in Case I (Case II), the uncertainty from an imperfect knowledge of the chargino masses is smaller than that resulting from the error in the branching fraction in Fig. 14 , and our previous conclusions about the precision that would be possible are not greatly altered.
If the heavier chargino is kinematically inaccessible so that m( W 2 ) cannot be measured, this uncertainty might be larger. For any model with just two charginos, the extreme limit would be |µ| → ∞ with M 2 being adjusted to keep m( W 1 ) within its measured range. In this case, W 1 would be essentially a wino, and the change in the cross section could extend well beyond the band in Fig. 15 . Fortunately, by studying chargino pair production we can significantly constrain chargino mixing angles, or equivalently, the e W 1νe coupling [30] . We have not studied whether these constraints from W 1 W 1 production are sufficiently restrictive for our purpose.
V. CAN WE INCLUDE OTHER CHANNELS?
Up to now, we have confined our analysis to just the τ τ jjℓ channel forν τ , and the analogous µµjjℓ or eejjℓ channels for the other sneutrinos . We remind the reader that for the first channel, the lepton ℓ is defined to be an electron or muon not coming from the decay of a τ . We saw that the precision attained is very sensitive to how close we are able to go to the particle threshold where the signal becomes very small. It is natural to ask whether we can indeed go closer to the threshold by including other channels, and thereby improve the precision.
Clearly, we want to confine ourselves to channels with multiple jets and leptons for which the signal is not obviously overwhelmed by SM backgrounds or by contamination from other SUSY sources. We therefore do not consider direct decays ofν τ to Z 1 since we then have final states with fewer jets/leptons, and hence SM backgrounds and SUSY contamination much larger than the signal. Forν τντ production, the decay chains that we are left with consist of,ν
where we have omitted invisible decays of Z 2 for the same reason. Muon or electron sneutrino production leads to analogous decay chains that we do not list here.
Channels 8-10 are strongly contaminated byν eνe andν µνµ pair production and also by the production of lighter charginos and neutralinos, so it seems pointless to consider these any further.
We have used ISAJET to compute the cross sections after all cuts and beamstrahlung/ISR corrections in channels 1-7 for both the cases that we have examined. The contributions to each of these channels from the main SUSY sources, along with our estimates of the main 2 → 2 SM backgrounds 15 are shown in Table III for √ s = 500 GeV. We list separately the contributions fromν τντ production, from the production of the first two generations of sneutrinos and sleptons, fromτ 1τ2 +τ 2τ2 production (which we separate out because in models with large tan β this can have a threshold that is quite different from the threshold for other sleptons and sneutrinos) and, finally, from the production of chargino and neutralino pairs. There are two entries for the SUSY contributions; the first is for Case I, while the second one (in parenthesis) is for Case II. We see that channels 4 and 5 have large backgrounds from tt production exceeding the signal by a factor of 29 (26) and 173 (67) for Case I (Case II), respectively. 16 While vetoing events with b jets together with top reconstruction cuts may well reduce this background considerably, it will be at some cost to the signal which, in each channel, starts out at a level of just ∼ 0.1 − 0.25 fb (0.29 fb) in Case I (Case II). Moreover, the contamination from sleptons and charginos/neutralinos is several times the signal that cuts designed to reconstruct the top background will not significantly reduce.
Channel 3 with the τ τ ℓℓ final state has a significant background from ZZ production, though this should be almost eliminated by an invariant mass cut on the ℓℓ system. The bigger problem is that this channel is contaminated by events from SUSY sources: the sleptons, charginos/neutralinos and the staus, each lead to τ τ ℓℓ cross sections that exceed the corresponding signal cross section by a factor of 6-8, withτ events (which would most resemble the signal) contributing about 1/3 (2/3) of the SUSY background.
In channels 6 and 7, although the SM contamination is small, the signal is very tiny. Morover, the SUSY contamination from the first two generations of sneutrinos and charged sleptons exceeds the signal by a factor of 25-100.
This leaves us with channels 1 and 2. The decays Z 0 → qqgg result in an unexpected source of SM background in channel 2. The tt background, while smaller, is not insignificant. Contamination from chargino/neutralino and stau production is comparable to the signal. While it may well be possible to include this channel at √ s = 500 GeV, the real problem with this channel comes because we need the same channels in our energy scan. For instance, at an energy 15 GeV above the threshold, the Z 0 Z 0 background exceeds the signal by a factor 40 (15) for Case I (Case II), while the top background (present only for Case II) exceeds the signal by a factor ∼ 6. Considering all these problems together with the fact that the signal in Channel 2 would add just 30-50% to Channel 1, we did not think that it was worth including it in our analysis in Sec. IV.
We have also examined whether it might be possible to include other signals fromν µνµ to obtain a significantly better determination of m(ν µ ). Toward this end, we have computed the cross section in the appropriate channels analogous to those shown in Table III , along with the SM backgrounds. Our results are shown in Table IV for √ s = 500 GeV. Again the entries in parenthesis refer to the cross sections in Case II. Here, in the last two rows of both the SUSY sources as well as the SM backgrounds, to avoid double counting (with channels 3 and 1), the ℓ in the case of the µℓℓℓ and µjjℓℓ channels refers only to any e or a µ from the decay of a tau (which, we have assumed, can be tagged by a vertex detector). We should mention that, in this case, for ℓ = µ channel 4 would be the same as channel 9. A similar comment applies visà vis channels 3 and 10. Unfortunately, essentially the same reasoning as before leads us to conclude that it is not possible to improve the sneutrino mass measurement by including other channels.
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Finally, we turn to the case of electron sneutrinos. As we noted in the last section, the question in this case is whether we can include other channels close to theν eνe threshold so as to be able to cleanly extract the threshold behaviour of the signal cross section. The dominant SUSY contamination at an energy about 2 GeV above the nominal electron sneutrino threshold which mainly comes from the production of charginos and neutralinos is shown in Table V along with theν e signal in various channels. In addition, SM backgrounds from W and Z pair production, as well as tt production (only for Case II) will also be present. It should be remembered that the cross section for W W production is now very large because P L = 0.9. Backgrounds from tt and ZZ production are about 1.5-2 times larger for left polarized electron beams [11] . Channel 5 will have a large background from W W production (see Table IV ). For Case II only, tt production will be a formidable SM background in channels 4 and 5. In channels 6 and 7, the signal is very small. This leaves us with channels 1-3. Neutralino production (mainly Z 2 Z 2 ) contaminates channel 3, particularly in Case II for which it has considerable phase space even at the sneutrino threshold. It is possible, of course, that the signal from sneutrinos may be relatively enhanced by further cuts, e.g. on m(ℓ + ℓ − ) or p T (e), but such a detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this study. Finally, we remark that the signal in the remaining (relatively background-free) channel 2 may be combined with that in channel 1 resulting in an increase of about 40%. Presumably, this will increase the precision from that shown in Fig 14 by about 20% .
We should add that in favourable cases, considerably better precision might be possible. For instance, if tt production is kinematically forbidden close to the threshold (as in Case I), it should be possible to combine the signal in channel 4 with those in channels 1 and 2, resulting in a three-fold increase in the signal. Optimistically, one may even assume that this may be possible even in Case II since top reconstruction and b-veto may severely reduce the top background. Nonetheless, one sees that even if we combine the signals in all the channels the signal is increased by at most a factor ∼ 5. If we further assume that both SM and SUSY backgrounds can be eliminated without loss of signal, this increased signal is statistically equivalent to an increase in available integrated luminosity. We conclude that even in such a favourable scenario, the precision on m(ν e ), for an integrated luminosity of ∼ 100 fb −1 will be comparable to that given by the inner ellipse in Fig. 14, but still much larger than the 70 MeV claimed in Ref. [14] . In this case width effects, that we have neglected here, would become important for an analysis of what might be achievable with a data sample of 500 fb −1 .
VI. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a detailed examination of the prospects for the determination of sneutrino masses at future linear colliders via a measurement of the energy dependence of the cross section. Threshold studies, which have been claimed [14] to yield a precision better than parts per mille (0.5%) with an integrated luminosity of just 100 fb −1 for m(ν e ) (m(ν µ ) and m(ν τ )), are a special case of this.
We find that for the second and third generations, the sneutrino production rate leads to less than 1 event for each energy point if we adopt the energy scan strategy and luminosity proposed in Ref. [14] and restrict ourselves to the µµjjℓ and τ τ jjℓ channels that have been suggested to be relatively free of SM backgrounds and SUSY contamination. The availability of 80% positron beam polarization increases the signal by about 40%, but this is not sufficient. Also, including other channels did not appear to help significantly, since in those channels where the signal was substantial, SUSY contamination is also large.
We have also identified a different issue that degrades the precision with which sneutrino masses can be determined from counting experiments, even if the signal is large. The point is that the size of the signal depends on an unknown branching fraction for sneutrinos to decay to the channel of interest. For sneutrinos, this is a problem of principle because even if backgrounds are small and even with a perfect detector, sneutrinos decaying viaν → ν Z 1 (whose branching fraction can be anything up to 100%) always escape detection. We emphasize that although we are discussing this only in the context of sneutrinos, this issue arises even for charged sparticle mass measurements (except, possibly, for the lightest charged particle as it can only decay to the LSP) in realistic detectors: although SM backgrounds are generally greatly reduced by suitable cuts, to eliminate SUSY contamination, one is frequently forced to study the signal in specific channels whose branching fraction is again to be determined using the same data that is used to extract the mass. Thus, the sparticle mass and this branching fraction have to be simultaneously extracted by fitting both these to the same data. This considerably degrades the precision with which the mass can be determined. While this is, in principle, also a problem for the extraction of masses using kinematic strategies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , the sensitivity to the unknown branching fraction is presumably smaller.
For sparticles whose cross sections into channels where SUSY contamination and SM backgrounds are under control is relatively small, we found that the following offers a reasonable strategy for extracting their mass:
• Use about 15-20% of the available integrated luminosity at the nominal collider energy which, we assume is well beyond the sneutrino production threshold. In our analysis, we took this to be 500 GeV. A measurement of the cross section at this energy strongly constrains the branching fraction.
• Divide the remaining integrated luminosity to measure the cross section at about three additional lower energy points in such a manner so as to obtain about an equal number of events at each point so that the fractional error in the cross section at each energy is about the same. Since the precision on the mass improves if we are able to go close to the threshold where the cross section is small and a large integrated luminosity is required to get a fixed number of events, we found that it was best to space these points ∆ ∼ 60 GeV apart. This is because two of the three points are away from the threshold and so can reach the target number of events with a modest integrated luminosity.
Specifically, for muon and tau type sneutrinos, the availability of right-handed electron beams was essential to reduce the contamination from electron sneutrinos and chargino production. We made several optimistic assumptions for our analysis. First, we assumed that 95% electron beam polarization will be available. Second, for the determination of m(ν τ ), we assumed that vertex detection would allow leptonically decaying taus to be tagged with an efficiency close to 100%. While this would also allow hadronically decaying taus to be discriminated from light quark and gluon jets, the need to discriminate tau jets from c-jets required us to impose requirements on hadronically decaying taus that reduce their efficiency, but maintain the purity of the tau sample. We should, however, remind the reader that we have used the beamstrahlung spectrum appropriate to √ s = 500 GeV all the way down to the sneutrino mass threshold. This will cause us to somewhat underestimate the precision that might be attained.
Even so, we found that an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 was too small for a measurement of m(ν τ ). This is because we were forced to confine our analysis to the cleanest τ τ jjℓ channel. Other channels either had small cross sections or suffered from considerable SUSY backgrounds. A crude determination of m(ν µ ) may be possible 18 at least in Case II even with an integrated luminosity of ∼ 100 fb −1 , but since m(ν µ ) and m(ν τ ) can be determined via essentially the same collider runs, we have assumed an integrated luminosity of 500 fb −1 for both analyses. Even then, we found that, at best, a measurement of these masses with a precision of several percent (at 90% CL) is possible, with of course m(ν µ ) being 2 − 3 times better determined than m(ν τ ). The exact precision that can be attained depends on the branching fraction into the useful channels which can vary by a factor 2−3 for representative ranges of SUSY parameters. 19 The attainable precision will also depend to some extent on how well SUSY backgrounds may be controlled. The main results of our studies are shown in Fig. 10 forν τ and Fig. 13 forν µ , and summarized in Table VI . We emphasize again that these results are for a model-independent analysis. As discussed in Sec. IVC, analyses within particular frameworks such as mSUGRA may yield much higher precision.
It also seems worthwhile to stress that unlike a closely spaced threshold scan the strategy of taking data at widely spaced intervals would conceivably be useful for other physics, than just sneutrino masses. For instance, the same energy scan could be used to simultaneously obtain masses of several sparticles or even make measurements useful for Higgs boson, top as well as electroweak or QCD studies.
We also examined prospects for determining m(ν e ). For this, of course, left-handed electron polarization is optimal. Again, it appeared to be best to use about 20% of the available luminosity at the nominal energy, and divide the remainder among about three points at lower energies with equal number of events at each point. In contrast to the second and third generation cases, it seemed best to choose the points just about 1 GeV apart, though the precision for a 30 GeV spacing is not much worse as can be seen in the first row of Fig. 14 . Indeed the consideration in the previous paragraph may suggest that this may be better for the overall physics program at the LC. The reader should keep in mind that even with this strategy most of the data will be at the one point closest to the threshold. With an integrated luminosity of 120 fb −1 , a precision of about 0.5% (90% CL) appears to be possible. This will improve by a factor 2 for a data sample of 500 fb −1 . In this case, some improvement may be possible by combining several channels. The dotted ellipses in the second row show that the precision on m(ν e ) will be degraded by about 25-30% if, in the interest of the overall LC program, it is decided to collect equal amounts of integrated luminosity at points spaced 30 GeV apart.
To conclude, we reiterate that experiments at the LC will be able to determine masses of sneutrinos with significant precision but certainly for the third generation, and possibly also second generation, sneutrino mass determination an integrated luminosity ∼ 500 fb −1 seems essential. However, even with this large luminosity, the precision claimed in Ref. [14] does not seem possible. While we have not checked this, the mass resolution for the heavier charged sleptonsμ L andτ 2 is presumably not any better than that for the corresponding sneutrinos. The masses of first generation sneutrinos can be determined with much greater precision, but even in this case, our projections for the precision are nowhere near as optimistic as those in Ref. [14] . We caution that several beautiful analyses [14, 17, 31] about what might be attainable in light of measurements at a LC might be painting too rosy a picture. 0.044 0.097 TABLE II. The cross section after cuts for the τ τ jjℓ signal at √ s = 500 GeV for several channels for the two cases discussed in the text. Here j τ and ℓ τ refer to a jet or lepton (e or µ) from the decay of a tau, which itself is produced via the decay of a heavy particle. The parameter r min which is used to discriminate between τ and c jets has been introduced in Sec. IV. We see that if the taus can be tagged via their leptonic decay, the signal is more than doubled. P(e-) = -0.9 P(e+) = 0 ∫ L dt = 10 fb -1 per point τ τ j j l + E / T events √s (GeV) FIG. 3. An illustration of event rates close to the sneutrino production threshold for Case I. In frame a) we show the rate in the favoured eejjℓ channel fromν eνe production with P L (e − ) = 0.9.
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The dashed line shows the contamination fromν µνµ production. In frame b), we show rates for the corresponding τ τ jjℓ channel fromν τντ production, but with P L (e − ) = −0.9 (dotted line) along with contamination fromν eνe production (solid line) andν µνµ production (dashed line). In both frames we have assumed that the integrated luminosity is 10 fb −1 for each energy point. 
